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The first part of the movie is in the fast moving, dark-toned style of British ... Alda and Carol Burnett (sadly underused) as the
least neurotic couple; Rita Moreno as ... by Brian De Pal ma with film students from his alma mater, Sarah Lawrence.. ... hours
and the movies , perhaps the farm - labor problem would be solved and ... Mrs. William Laubach ; karl M. Cosgrove ; Mary T.
Lucas and Virginia Moreno ... and George Finkbiner ; Margaret M. Ravenel ; Albert E. Lyons ; Alma B. Dunn .... ... Alicia
Vergel, Alma Bella, Alma Moreno, Alona Alegre, Alyssa Alona, Amy Austria, Amy Perez, Ana Capri, Andi Eigenmann,
Andrea del Rosario, Angel Aquino, .... Why, there was Mayor Joey Marquez and Alma Moreno, and any number of
congressmen and governors with trophy wives from the movies and pop music.

Oh , yes , Crane Wilbur deserted the movies for the “ speakies ” a few years ago and has never returned . Let me hear from ...
Alma Rubens is playing . You sure do write a ... It is true that Antonio Moreno has raised a mustache . Criss Cross .. ... hours
and the movies , perhaps the farm - labor problem would be solved and ... Mrs. Willian Lauluch ; Karl M. Cosgrove ; Mary T.
Lucas and Virginia Moreno ... and George Finkbiner ; Margaret M. Ravenel ; Albert E. Lyons ; Alma B. Dunn ...
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